
FOURTH EDITION

The Ancient Maya
SYLVANUS G. MORLEY and GEORGE W. BRAINERD
Revised by ROBERT J. SHARER

For decades The AncientMaya has been the standard, definitive
work on the New World's most brilliant native civilization. Now
totally rewritten, revised, and expanded, it incorporates the find
ings ofa veritable explosion ofarchaeological research completed
since the last edition was published in 1956. The most compre
hensive and up-to-date history ofthe Maya peoples available
today, it traces the civilization from its shadowy beginnings centu
ries before Christ through periods ofcultural growth, mysterious
decline, and eventual collapse. The text has been thoroughly re
written to include new material and to correct many longheld
views ofMaya subsistence, writing, and art, and social, political,
and economic organization. New chapters have been added on
trade and external contact and on language and writing. An Epi
logue now describes the destruction ofthe culture at the hands of
the Spanish conquistadores. And nearly halfofthe 400 photo
graphs, drawings, and maps are new. The edition also includes a
chronology ofsites, a conversion ofMaya and Gregorian calen
dars, extensive bibliographic summaries, a bibliography, and an
index. $28.50

Order from your bookstore, please
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The Amazon Rubber Boom
1850-1920

Barbara Weinstein. This is a full-scale account ofone ofthe most
epic "boom and bust" cycles in Latin American history-the Ama
ron rubber trade's 70-year dominance ofthe Brazilian economy.
Broken by the successful cultivation ofrubber trees by the British
in Southeast Asia, the long period ofvigorous economic activity
in the rubber trade left the basic structure ofAmazonian society
relatively unchanged. One ofthe author's main concerns is to ex
plore why rubber exports did not generate substantial growth in
either the industrial or the agricultural sectors. She also considers
the impact ofpolitical decentralization and regionalism on the
economy, draws comparisons with the coffee boom in Sao Paulo,
and traces the consequences ofthe rubber economy's collapse on
the social, political, and economic life ofthe region. $29.50

Huarochiri
AnAndean Society UnderInca
andSpanish Rule
Karen Spalding. This major work provides the first synthesis ofthe
varied data-ethnographic, historical, archaeological, and archi
val-on the impact ofthe Spanish conquest and Spanish rule on
Indian society in Peru. Set in one ofthe two centers ofSpanish
occupation and settled Indian civilization in America, it is the
story ofa social relationship ofinequality and oppression that en
dured for centuries, and inevitably led to the collapse ofAndean
society. The author delineates the basic relationships upon which
local Andean society was based, and examines how the Indians
responded to or resisted the political structures imposed upon
them, and how they dealt with, were exploited by, or benefitted
from the Europeans. Illus. About $35.00

..
Order from your bookstore, please
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U.S.-Mexico Relations
Economic and SocialAspects
Edited byClark W Reynolds & Carlos Tello. History and geography
have linked the destinies ofthe United States and Mexico, and cur
rent events portend dramatically increasing interdependence in
the future. But just how much economic and social interaction is
in the long-term interests ofeach partner? This first volume in a
series derived from conferences sponsored by the Project on
United States-Mexico Relations is unique in providing a truly
binational perspective on the subject. Written by experts from
both countries about both countries, the sixteen papers assess the
extent to which different groups in each nation would benefit
from more or less interdependence in trade, migration, agricul
tural and industrial production, finance and investments, foreign
policy, and national security measures. $25.00

The Future ofCentral America
Policy Choicesfor theu.s. andMexico
Edited byRichardR. Fagen& OlgaPellicer. Deeply rooted in the
past, the crisis wracking Central America has been profoundly
conditioned by the mixture ofprosperity, poverty, mounting so
cial tensions, and militarism that has characterized most ofthe area
since the 1940'S. In this second book in a series derived from bina
tional conferences sponsored by the Project on United States
Mexico Relations, a group ofLatin and North American scholars
examine the past, present, and future regional roles ofthe two
dominant outside powers. What are the policies ofMexico and the
United States toward Central America? What kinds ofpolicies
would contribute to peace and stability in the region? The ten pa
pers show the different ways the two countries perceive the crisis,
and thus their differing aims and strategies for dealing with it.
Cloth, $20.00; paper, $11.95

Order from your bookstore, please
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Latin American
Studies
From
Princeton

Coffee and the Growth of
Agrarian Capitalism in
Nineteenth-Century
Puerto Rico
LAIRD w. BERG AD
"Bergad's impressive study reviews
some recently cultivated myths about
Puerto Rico in the nineteenth century.
His conclusions are imaginative,
provocative, and very useful."
-Stanley 1. Stein,
Princeton University
Cloth, $27.50. Limited Paperback
Edition, $14.50

Capitalist Control and
Workers' Struggle inthe
Brazilian Auto Industry
JOHN HUMPHREY
"An extremely original and valuable
contribution ... The writing and the
subject- the mass upsurge of metal
workers in a repressive context. ..
draw the reader into a confrontation
of important historic proportions."
- Timothy F.Harding, California
State University at Los Angeles
$22.50
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The Limits of State
Autonomy
Post-Revolutionary Mexico
NORA HAMILTON
"Hamilton's insightful theory of the
state carefully avoids the twin pitfalls
of treating the state as either an
autonomous, voluntaristic actor or as
a determined product of class forces
and economic structures."
- Kenneth Sharpe,
SwarthmoreCollege
Cloth, $36.00. Paper, $8.95

The Peruvian Experiment
Reconsidered
Edited by
CYNTHIA MC CLINTOCK and
ABRAHAM F. LOWENTHAL
Fifteen authors, five of them Peruvian,
represent history, economics, political
science and sociology in discussing the
causes and significance of the Peruvian
experiment in military-directed
change from 1968 to 1980.
Cloth, $40.00. Limited Paperback
Edition, $12.50

The North Frontier
of NewSpain
PETER GERHARD
"This handsomely published volume
rounds out the author's extraordinarily
comprehensive review of the adminis
trative subdivisions of colonial
Mexico."-James J. Parsons,
University ofCalifornia, Berkeley
$60.00

The New Bourgeoisieand
the Limits of Dependency
Mining, Class, and Power in
"Revolutionary" Peru
DAVID G. BECKER
"A superb study of the transformation
of state participation, the role of trans
nationals, and class relations in the
Peruvian mining sector post-1968.
- Peter Evans, Brown University
Cloth, $35.00. Paper, $9.95

The Church and Politics
in Chile
Challenges to Modern Catholicism
BRIAN H. SMITH
"An important book on a timely
subject."-Paul E. Sigmund,
Princeton University
Cloth, $30.00. Limited Paperback
Edition, $9.75

Princeton UDiversity Press
41 William Street, Princeton, NJ 08540
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FIRST TIME
The Historical Vision of an Afro-American People

Richard Price

The Johns Hopkins University Press
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

Janet Lever has interviewed soccer players,
coaches , officials, and more than 200 fans in Brazil in an

exploration of the complex role of sport in modern society. Her
f indings overturn many common assumptions, wh ile her engaging narrative
captures the excitement and intensecm
feeling experienced by fans
th roughout the world. ~O
Cloth $17.50 232pages lIIus. ----

.C):. THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
~ ;)llUI S. Ellis Avenu e Chi cago.IL hUh:17
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The Tejano Community, 1836-1900
Arnoldo De Leon
"A useful book. . . . should remain the standard for many years to
come."-Choice
"A refreshing perspective on the development and history of the
Southwest. It is useful for an understanding of the Mexican
American experience, the social history of 19th century America and
the poignance of immigration and settlement."-Hispanic
Business Cloth: $19.95

Canones: Values, Crisis, and Survival in a Northern New Mexico
Village Paul Kutsche & John R. Van Ness
"An important dimension is added to the study of rural northern
New Mexico."-Choice
"Anyone interested in Hispano culture in the U.S. will gain from
it."-Books of the Southwest Cloth: $17.50

The Mexican Frontier, 1821-1846: The American Southwest
Under Mexico David J. Weber
"A historiographical and bibliographic tour de force.... It will be
for many years an indispensable tool for any student of the re
gion."-New Mexico Historical Review Cloth: $19.95 Paper: $9.95

Heritage of Conquest: Thirty Years Later
Edited by Carl Kendall, John Hawkins, & Laurel Bossen
This collection of essays assesses some of the changes that have
occurred in Mexico and Guatemala, and in the anthropological
study of Mesoamerican society since the publication thirty years ago
of a landmark study entitled The Heritage of Conquest. January
1983 Cloth: $27.50

Colonial Entrepreneurs: Families and Business in Bourbon
Mexico City John E. Kicza
This is the first study of the multi-faceted commercial world of
Mexico City in the Iatecolonial period. The author's careful examina
tion reveals a family-dominated network that controlled business
dealings and social interactions in the capital city throughout the
period. February 1983 Cloth price not set

University of New Mexico Press
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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-Oxford------------
A History of Modern Latin America

THOMAS E. SKIDMORE, University ofWisconsin, and PETER H.
SMITH, Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology. Professors Skidmore
andSmithhere address the need for an interpretive history ofmodem
LatinAmerica-one that explains the differences inLatinAmerican
culturesthat are crucial to an understanding ofLatinAmerican history
The authors touchon allthe majorevents andallthe nationsofLatin
America, but they concentrate on Argentina, Chile, Brazil, Peru,
Mexico, and Cuba, showing howeach nation has respondeddifferently
to its dependenceon the UnitedStates. A special problemofLatin
American historiography is the speed withwhich changesingovern
ment occur; the authors treat each changeinterpretively as well, as
sessinghowmuchimpactit reallyhad. The bookis completely up to
date andends withan epilogue on the future ofLatinAmerica.
January1984 400pp.; illus., maps cloth$19.95 paper $11.95

The Course of Mexican History
Second Edition

MICHAEL C. MEYER, University ofArizona, Tucson, andWILLIAM L.
SHERMAN, University ofNebraska, Lincoln. '[he secondedition ofthis
highly successful text providesa comprehensive survey ofMexican his
tory from the pre-Columbian periodto the latest presidential election.
Newmaterial is presented on the economic and political implications of
Mexico's recentlydiscoveredpetroleumdeposits, the presidencyofJose
L6pezPortillo, the continuing problemofundocumented Mexican
workers in the UnitedStates, and Mexico's relations withthe United
States, inparticular withthe Reaganadministration. On the firstedition:
"A superiorcompendium ofMexican history by two recognized authori
ties... Its timeliness cannotbe exaggerated.... excellentsense ofpropor
tioninthe organization and handling ofthe material."-History: Reviews of
New Books. "Anauthoritative, balanced, andcomprehensive textbook...
The highly readabletext is interrupted frequently by helpful andinforma
tivemaps, charts, and illustrations."-Latin American Digest
1983 768pp.; 200illus., maps, charts, tables cloth$29.95

paper $17.95
Bolivia
The Evolution of a Multi-Ethnic Society
Herbert S. Klein
1982 318pp.; 6 illus. cloth $22.50 paper $6.95

Venezuela
The Search for Order, the Dream of Progress
JohnV. Lombardi
1982 320 pp.; 6 illus. cloth $22.50 paper $6.95
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Soldiers of Peron
Argentina's Montoneros

RICHARD GILLESPIE, University ofOxford. The Montoneros, the radical nationalist
movement of the Per6nist Left, played a major role in Argentina's violent political life of the
1970sand for a time it was the country's leading urban guerrilla force. In this critical history,
theauthor discusses the background of the Montoneros' formation in 1968, their guerrilla
methods, politicalactivities, and ideological formulation, and provides insight into the inter
nallifeof the organization. Included are personal interviews with Montoneros and some of
their restricted documents.
1983 328 pp.; map $29.95

Towards a Political Economy of Urbanization
in Third World Countries

Edited by HELEN I. SAFA, Director, Center for Latin American Studies, University of
Florida. The essays in this volume bring a new perspective to bear on the urbanization
problem in the Third World and particularly on the survival mechanisms of the poor. The au
thors include anthropologists, geographers, economists, and sociologists who examine the
impactof colonialism on the economies of the Third Worldcountries, their dependence on
.advanced industrial societies for capital and technology, their urban class structures, and the
role of their governments in shaping the urban process.
1982 315 pp. $9.95

Cities, Poverty and Development
Urbanization in the Third World

ALAN GILBER~ University College and the InstituteofLatinAmerican Studies, London,
andJOSEF GUGLER, University ofConnecticut. "An outstanding and excellent book on
third world urbanization. "-R.A. Obudito, StateUniversity ofNew }'(}rk, Albany. "Awel
come SYntheticwork that incorporates the political economy approach in a nondidactic
way. "-Janet Abu-Lughod, Northwestern University. Both liberal and Marxist perspectives
are drawn upon in an effort to relate urban phenomena to the process of development in an
unequalworld.
1982 cloth $34.50 paper $12.95

Cities in the Developing World
Policies for Equitable and Efficient Growth

JOHANNES F: LINN, Development Economics Department, The WorldBank. This study
delineates the major policy issues that arise in the efforts to adapt to the growth of cities in
developing countries, and discusses policies designed to increase the efficiency and equity
ofurban development. Particular areas covered include urban development, income redis
tribution through the fiscal system, transport, housing, and social services.
(World Bank Research Publications)
1983 328 pp. cloth $27.50 paper $12.50

Frontier on the Rio Grande
A Political Geography of Development and Social Deprivation

JOHN W. HOUSE, University ofOxford. This study of perhaps the world's most dramatic
frontier between a developed and a developing country interprets the complex interactions
ofpeoples, resources, ideas, customs, and practices across the international boundary in
terms of development or deprivation.
1982 300 pp.; 39 illus. $29.95

Prices andpublication dates aresubject tochange.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
______ 200 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10016 11II'"
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Nebraska-----------...

Yesterday's Soldiers
European Military Professionalism
in South America, 1890-1940

Frederick M. Nunn

Many late 20th-century South American military regimes bear
the indelible stamp of "yesterday's soldiers." Those were the
French and German officerswho, between 1890 and World War
II,imparted European standards of professionalism to the armies
of Brazil,Peru, Argentina, and Chile. This book willbe vital to an
understanding of the military mind in Latin America. "Without
doubt one of the finest books on the Latin American militarythat I
have ever read."- Thomas M. Davies, San Diego State Uni-
versity. xiv, 365 pages. $26.95

Spain and the Loss of America
Timothy E. Anna

In this first comprehensive study of Spain's reaction to the disin
tegration of its American empire between 1808 and 1825,
Timothy Anna shows that the king, councils, and Cortes failed to
reach a consensus on political, rather than military, solutions.
Moreover, Anna isable to demonstrate convincingly that Spain's
loss of America lay largely in dysfunctions of imperial administra-
tion. xxiv, 344 pages. $26.50

Winner of the 1982 Hubert B. Herring Award

Disorder and Progress
Bandits, Police and Mexican Development

PaulJ. VandenNood

"Vanderwood has written an immensely readable, well-docu
mented, challenging book, raising fundamental questions about
the relationship between criminals and the police, between order
and disorder. Certainly his detailed description of the rurales is
likely to become the main source of scholarly knowledge about
that famous body of men for some time to come."-Westem
Historical Quarterly. xix, 264 pages. $21.50; Paper $8.95

University of Nebraska Press
901 N. 17th Lincoln 68588
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The Fish People
Linguistic Exogamy and Tukanoan Identity in Northwest Amazonia
Jean E. Jackson
This broad-ranging study of social identity among the Bara, or Fish
People, of Northwest Amazonia provides an authoritative general intro
duction to the region and discusses a variety of issues of current anthro
pological concern, among them methods for analyzing open-ended
regional systems in small-scale societies, ideal versus actual patterns of
behavior, identity as both structure and action, and the indigenous use of
multiple models of social structure. About $3"7.50

Drama and Power in a Hunting Society
The Selk 'nam of Tierra del Fuego
Anne Chapman
Based on the author's fieldwork, this book provides the most comprehen
sive ethnography of this now virtually extinct hunter-gatherer society to
be written since 1948. The author focuses particularly on the Hain, an
exciting and dramatic ceremony that served to maintain male domi
nance over women, giving a vivid depiction of its setting, symbolism,
participants, and scenes. $39.50

Early Latin America
A History of Colonial Spanish America and Brazil
James Lockhart and Stuart B. Schwartz
A brief general history of Latin America in the period between the Euro
pean conquest and the independence of the Spanish American countries
and Brazil (approximately 1492 to 1825), this book will serve both as an
introduction to and an updated synthesis of this quickly changing field.
The authors present early Latin America as one unit with a center and
peripheries, all parts of which were characterized by variants of the same
kinds of change.
Cambridge Latin America Studies 46

Cloth about $3"7.50 Paper about $12.95

Three Sad Races
Racial Identity and National Consciousness in Brazilian Literature
David T. Haberly
The impact of racial diversity on Brazil's literature is explored in an inno
vative interpretation of its development from 1500 to the twentieth cen
tury that includes detailed critical analyses of six of the nation's greatest
writers: Goncalves Dias, Jose de Alencar, Castro Alves, Machado de
Assis, Ioao da Cruz e Sousa, and Mario de Andrade. $24.95

The Mesoamerican Indian Languages
Jorge A. Suarez
A general survey of the indigenous languages of Mesoamerica. Using a
primarily descriptive approach, Professor Suarez presents an original
typological account and classification of the various languages that
includes recent advances. Cloth $49.50 Paper $14.95

Cambridge University Press
~--32 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y l0022--rJIII"..
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Politica y Tecnica
no Planejamento

edited by
Ray Bromley; University College of Swansea, UK and
Syracuse University; US; and
Eduardo S. Bustelo, UNICEF; Brasilia, Brazil

This book provides an introduction to the "critical" litera
ture on development planning and project evaluation by
combining original articles written especially for this collec
tion with translations into Portuguese of outstanding articles
previously published in English or Spanish. It combines Eu
ropean, North American, and Latin American intellectual
traditions to produce a blend of contributions especially ap
plicable to the problems of Brazil and other Latin American
countries. The articles by Bertram Gross, Marcos Kaplan,
Ray Bromley; Eduardo Bustelo, Pedro Demo, Aaron Wildav
sky; Ida Hoos, Robert Weiss, and Martin Rein demonstrate
that planning and evaluation are both technical and political
activities wherein value judgments are tremendously impor
tant and the benefits that accrue to some interests may prej
udice the interests of others.

"Techniques" and "politics" are shown to interrelate in a
close and dialectic fashion, and planning is portrayed as a
form of applied political economy; immensely relevant to the
activities of all governments and countries and far too signifi
cant to be left solely to technocratic vested-interest groups.

A joint publication of UNICEF and
Editora Brasiliense. Paperback. 255 pp.
Cr$ 1,050.00. Orders to Editora Brasiliense,
Rua General jardim 160, 01223 Sao Paulo,
Brasil.
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Latin American Experiments in
Neoconservative Economics
by Aleiandro Foxley
The increasingly radical neoconservative economic policies implemented
in Latin America during the last fifteen years are the focus of substantial
international interest. Foxley examines these experiments, presenting a
comparative analysis and comprehensive summary of recent economic
policy shifts in Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay, and, with special emphasis,
Chile. $28.50

Class and Society in Central Chiapas
by Robert F. Wasserstrom
As the first comprehensive socio-economic history of the relation between
mestizo and Indian societies through four-and-a-half centuries, this
book is also the first anthropological study to examine the effects of
social policies and economic factors on the life of the central Chiapas
Indians. $27.50

The First Agraristas
An Oral History of a Mexican Agrarian Reform Movement
by Ann L. Craig
This book is a political history of the agrarian reform movement in
Lagos de Moreno. By describing, frequently in their own words, the
individual histories of these ogroristos and the collective history of the
organizations they built, Craig details the rise of compesino activism
between 1924 and 1940, and the conditions under which it flourished
and later declined. $28.50

Justice by Insurance
The General Indian Court of Colonial Mexico and the
Legal Aides of the Half-Real
by Woodrow Borah
Borah here examines the General Indian Court of New Spain, a
remarkably innovative special jurisdiction vested in the viceroy and a
corps of legal aides. The development of the General Indian Court and
the relation of the legal aides to their Indian clients form a complicated
story of both service and exploitation and contribute an important
chapter to the history of colonial Mexico. $45.00

New in poperbock-
The Spiritual Conquest of Mexico
An Essay on the Apostolate and the Evangelizing Methods
of the Mendicant Orders in New Spain, 1523-1572
by Robert Ricard
Translated by Lesley Byrd Simpson $9.95

Available at bookstores or order from

9
1 8093 University of California Press

Berkeley 94720
1 9 8 3 Ninety years of scholarly excellence
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NOTES ON THE CONTRIBUTORS

ERIC VAN YOUNG teaches history at the University of California at San Diego.
His current research focuses on the social historyof the Mexican independence
movement during 1810-17.

LUIS E. GONZALEZ is a graduate student in Political Science at Yale University.
He is presenty on leave from his research and teaching positions in Montevideo.

J. ELISEO DA ROSA teaches economics at Indiana StateUniversityEvansville. He
was a tenured professor at the Universityof Tucuman in Argentina until 1968.
Prior to his graduate studies in the United States, he practiced lawand engaged
in politics in his native Paraguay.

GRAZZIELLA CORVALAN teaches sociolinguistics at the Universidad Nacional de
Asunci6n. She is Adjunct Director of the Centro Paraguayo de Estudios Socio
logico« and Editor of the Revista Paraguaya de Sociologia. She recently co
authored the two-volume Sociedad y lengua: bilingiiismo en el Paraguay.

JORGE E. HARDOY is Director of theHuman Settlements Program of theInterna
tional Institute for Environment and Development (London). He also directs
research at the Centro de Estudios Urbanos y Regionales (CEUR) in Buenos
Aires.

MARTHA BLACHE completed her Ph.D. in Folklore at Indiana University in
Bloomington. She is currentlya researcher at the Instituto Nacional deAntropo
logia de la Argentina.

GERTRUDE M. YEAGER is Associate Professor of History at Tulane University.
Her research areas are nineteenth-century Chile, Bolivia, and Peru.

NELLY S. GONZALEZ is Latin American bibliographer and Associate Professor of
Library Administration at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
She has conducted extensive research on Latin American official publications.

KARL-CHRISTIAN GOETHNER is Professor of Latin American Economics at the
Institute for LatinAmerican Studiesat theWilhelm Pieck University in Rostock,
CDR. He spent two months in 1982 at Brown University under the Rostock
Brown exchange program.

JEFFREY BRANNON is currently Assistant Professor of Economics at the Llnioer
sityof Texas at EI Paso. Hewaspreviously a professional associate at theInstituto
de Banca y Finanzas in Mexico City.

ERIC N. BAKLANOFF is curently Dean of International Studiesand Programs at
the Universityof Alabama. He previously directed Latin American Studies pro
grams at Louisiana State University and Vanderbilt University. His several
published works include The Economic Transformation of Spain and Portu
gal, which was recently published in Spanish.
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FRED V. CARSTENSEN is Associate Professor of Economics at the University of
Connecticut. He coedited Entrepreneurship in Imperial Russia and the So
viet Union and is the author of the forthcoming American Enterprise in
Foreign Markets: Singer and International Harvester in Russia.

DIANE ROAZEN-PARRILLO recently completed herdoctoral dissertation on U.S.
business interests and the henequen industry in Yucatan at the University of
Chicago. Hercurrentresearch projects involve U.S. business interests in revolu
tionary Mexico andforeign enterprise andMexican elite connections in Porfirian
Yucatan.

GILBERT M. JOSEPH is Associate Professor of History at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. He is the author of Revolution from Without: Yuca
tan, Mexico, and the United States, 1880-1924 andiscurrentlyworking ona
comparative regional study of the Mexican revolution in the 1920s and 1930s.

ALLEN WELLS is Assistant Professor of Historyat Appalachian State Univeristy.
His forthcoming book, Yucatan's Golden Age: Haciendas, Henequen, and
International Harvester, 1860-1915, will be published by the University of
New Mexico Press.

THOMAS BAMAT is Latin American Research Coordinator for the Maryknoll
Fathers and Brothers and a professor in the Justice and Peace Institute at their
School of Theology. A sociologist, hehaspublished articles on the Stateand social
classes in Peru and Brazil as well as work on the Catholic Church.

JORGE F. PEREZ-LOPEZ is an international economist with the Bureau of Interna
tional Labor Affairs, U.S. Department of Labor. He has written on Cuban inter
national economic relations and the Cuban energy balance.

JOAQUIN ROY is Director of the Latin American Studies Program at the Univer
sity of Miami. He graduated from law shcool in his native Barcelona before
completing graduate degrees in linguistics and Spanish at Georgetawn Univer
sity. Theauthorof several books on literature and language, hehasmost recently
published Lecturas de prensa.

STUART F. VOSS is Associate Professor of Historyand Coordinator of the Latin
American Studies Program at SUNY-Plattsburgh. Herecently published On the
Periphery of Nineteenth-Century Mexico: Sonora and Sinaloa, 1810-1877
and coauthored the forthcoming Notable Family Networks in Modern Latin
America, which will be published by the University of Chicago Press.

EDWARD D. TERRY is Professor of Spanish andformer Director ofLatinAmerican
Studies at the University ofAlabama. Hecoedited andcontributed toYucatan: A
World Apart.

ARNO TAUSCH is Assistant Professor of Politics at Innsbruck University. Hehas
published several articles on the theory of development and is currently'WOrking
on mathematical models of income distribution, dependence, and transformations
of the international economy.
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Membership in the Latin American Studies Association includes a subscription to the
Latin American Research Review. Annual dues (as of January 1983) are given below. Dues
are payable on 1January. Checks should be made payable to the Latin American Studies
Association and mailed to Richard N. Sinkin, Executive Director, LASA Secretariat, Sid
w. Richardson Hall, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712.

CLAS~ $60.00; Institutional Sponsor (non-profit), $60.00; Institutional Sponsor
(profit), $500.00. Members (scaled to personal income): under $20,000, $25.00;
20,000-29,999, $28.00; $30,000-39,999, $32.00; over $40,000, $37.00. Joint members
(two family members at the same mailing address will receive only one copy of LARR
and other LASA publications): add $11.00 to dues for member with higher income.
Emeritus Members, $15.00; Graduate Student Associates, $15.00; Latin American!
Caribbean Members, $20.00; Introductory, $18.00 (for new members only-persons
who have been paid members after January 1977 are ineligible).

Nonmembers of LASA may subscribe to LARR at the following rates: Institutions: $30.00
per year; Individuals, $18.00; Students, $12.00. Latin American subscribers pay a special
rate of $15.00 per year for Institutions and $10.00 for Individuals and Students. Air Mail
rates on request. Address all subscription matters to LARR, Latin American Institute, 801
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